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Working in the tradition of Jacob Riis, Walker Evans, and Robert Frank, Eugene
Richards has spent his career documenting conditions on the front lines of violence,
drug addiction, poverty, racism, and cancer.
His first journalistic experience was in the Klan-infested Arkansas Delta, where he ran
a small community newspaper after serving as a VISTA volunteer in the late sixties. A
book, Few Comforts or Surprises: The Arkansas Delta, about black sharecroppers,

grew out of that work. Subsequent books include Exploding Into Life, which
documented the cancer death of his wife; The Knife and Gun Club, which explored
gang violence through the prism of a big-city emergency room; and most recently
Americans We, a collection of his work.
Richards's 1994 book Cocaine True, Cocaine Blue, a hellish look at hard-core drug
addiction among the urban underclass, was his most controversial. He had hoped its
bold imagery would trigger a discussion about drugs in American society. Instead, his
depiction of the crack epidemic -- which disproportionately affects minority groups,
according to experts -- caused some critics to charge "representational racism."
The images in Americans We are more personal than his previous work, and more
patriotic, although his trademark bleakness is there as well. They are also less
explicitly journalistic, concerned with the mundane -- marriages, births, veteran's
parades -- which Richards says "ultimately speak most centrally to what it's like to be
alive."

“The Forans, Cape Hatteras" (previous page) originated in a Life magazine assignment
to examine the diverse nature of American family life. Ed Foran, an electrician and
father of fourteen who took his kids out of school to educate them at home in
Vernon, New Jersey, invited Richards to join his family on vacation. Although Foran
held authoritarian and sexist values that Richards did not personally agree with, he

found Foran a gregarious, complex man doing well by his family. "I knew in my mind
people like Ed were an endangered species -- that they feel like they are at some
land's end ready to fall into the ocean. Whether the values they espouse are right or
wrong, that sense of family being at the core of everything is breaking apart."
"Parents, Arizona" documents a gay couple's first night with their new baby boy, born
two months earlier in a co-parenting arrangement with a lesbian couple. What struck
Richards was how traditional-minded the couple were, how they phrased their hopes
for their child in the same language Ed Foran did, something Foran "would have
found surprising," Richards chuckles.
The image above was snapped at 5:30 A.M., after a night of fitful sleep for everyone.
Stationed outside the bedroom door, Richards would go in and photograph whenever
he heard rustling inside. "Finally I just sat on the bed with them and they forgot I was
there," he recalls.

Mariella (left), one of the addicts Richards photographed for Cocaine True, Coaine
Blue, lived in a dank, windowless basement apartment in the desolate East New York
section of Brooklyn, allowing other addicts to shoot up there in exchange for drugs.
Using Mariella's apartment as a base, Richards made the contacts that proved crucial
to his story.

The image here depicts Mariella's face as she "ties up" her junk-ravaged arm in
search of a usable vein. Sitting in the kitchen with her as she "slammed the bent
needle over and over again into her arm," Richards felt revulsion, and snapped the
picture -- taken about two inches from her face -- in an effort to distract himself.
The shot, which Richards says captures "the depth of her addiction, the desperate,
awful need for drugs," leaves him conficted. Having grown fond of her, he doesn't
want people to see Mariella as just "a freak with a needle." But he does concede that
"she was a hard-core addict and would be forever -- no matter what anyone did for
her."
*****
Abstract: Eugene Richards captures the consuming nature of addiction, the value of
family and the naturalness of a gay couple's relationship with their newborn son. The
photographs are presented with limited commentary on Richards' perceptions about
the people in the photographs.
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